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Abstract

We discuss a classical integrability in the type IIB string theory on the
AdS5× S5 background. By using the Roiban–Siegel formulation of the
superstring on the AdS5×S5, we carefully treat the Wess–Zumino term
and the constraint conditions intrinsic to the supersymmetric case and
construct explicitly non-local charges for a hidden infinite-dimensional
symmetry. The existence of the symmetry is shown by Bena–Polchinski–
Roiban. Then the super Yangian algebra is calculated. We also show the
Serre relation ensuring the structure of the Hopf algebra. In addition,
the classical integrability is discussed by constructing the Lax pair and
the transfer matrix.
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1 Introduction

One of the most important subjects in string theory is to test the AdS/CFT
correspondence [28, 42, 51] beyond supergravity (i.e., BPS sectors). In the
analysis at almost BPS region, a great development was made by Berenstein–
Maldacena–Nastase (BMN) [10]. They presented the AdS/CFT correspon-
dence at string theoretical level by using the Penrose limit and the exact
solvability of the pp-wave string theory. The pp-wave string states and their
energies correspond to the BMN operators and the full conformal dimen-
sions (including the anomalous dimensions) in the N = 4 super Yang–Mills
(SYM) side, respectively. After the BMN’s work, an approach beyond the
BMN limit was proposed via the semi classical quantization of string theory
around a classical solution (sigma model approach) [27, 29] instead of the
BPS null geodesics used in [10]. The correspondence of semiclassical string
states and composite operators in N = 4 SYM is precisely formulated in [8],
and it implies the AdS/CFT correspondence at non-BPS region.

In the SYM theory side, Minahan and Zarembo [44] found the integrable
structure by studying the composite operators. They discussed the SO(6)
sector in the N = 4 SYM and studied the operator mixing of local composite
operators at one-loop planer level by using the standard perturbation theory
with respect to the ’t Hooft coupling λ in the large N limit. Then they found
that one-loop planer anomalous dimension matrix can be expressed as a
Hamiltonian of the SO(6) quantum Heisenberg spin chain. This spin chain
can be solved by using the algebraic Bethe ansatz. The eigen-values and
eigen-states give the anomalous dimensions and the corresponding operators.
Further developments have been done, for example, these operators include
chiral operators, Konishi operators, and the complete one-loop dilatation
operators found by Beisert [6].

On the other hand, the integrable structure in the string theory side,
which is related to non-local charges in two-dimensional sigma models, was
discussed [40]. In 1978, Lüscher and Pohlmeyer [37] found an infinite set
of conserved non-local charges in two-dimensional classical non-linear sigma
models (NLSM2). The existence of classical non-local charges leads to quan-
tum non-local charges which give constraints on the S-matrix and factorize
it. Hence, non-local charges are intimately connected to the classical and
quantum integrabilities of the theories. These charges are related to the
Kac–Moody algebra [21] and generate the Drinfel’d Yangian algebra [23]
in the work [12] (For review of Yangian symmetry, see [13]). That is, the
non-local charges give a quantum field realization of the Yangian.
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The existence of classical integrability and non-local charges in the type
IIB string theory on the AdS5×S5 was suggested in the early work [40] by
regarding the S5 part as an NLSM. The bosonic coset, SO(2,4)/SO(4, 1) ×
SO(6)/SO(5) = AdS5 × S5, is a symmetric space and so the AdS5 × S5 val-
ued NLSM has non-local charges. Contrasting to that for a symmetric coset
space the flat current and the non-local charges are studied well, for exam-
ple, in [1], and for a non-symmetric coset space, general arguments have
not been established yet so far. A coset space for a superstring system is
not a symmetric space which reflects the superalgebra, {Q, Q} ∼ P . For
such a non-symmetric coset space PSU(2, 2|4)/(SO(1, 4) × SO(5)), Bena–
Polchinski–Roiban [9] showed the existence of non-local charges by con-
structing the flat current based on the Maurer–Cartan equation in the sim-
pler notation of [48] and the field equations obtained in [43]. The Green–
Schwarz (GS) superstring on the AdS5× S5 contains the Wess–Zumino (WZ)
term and the κ-symmetry. Unlike the sigma models with the supergroup
target spaces [14], the GS action does not contain fermionic currents in the
kinetic term but only in the WZ term, so the superstring system has the
fermionic constraints which must be taken into account.

Dolan–Nappi–Witten [22] also explained the appearance of spin chain
Hamiltonian in the SYM side from the viewpoint of Yangian symmetry
which is assumed to be related to the non-local charges found by Bena–
Polchinski–Roiban [9]. The classical/quantum integrabilities in string/gauge
theories are expected to play an important role in a study of the AdS/CFT
correspondence at non-BPS region.

The next step in a study of the classical integrability of AdS-superstring
is to construct explicitly non-local charges by starting from a definite action
of AdS-superstring. In this paper, we discuss a classical integrability in
type IIB string theory on the AdS5× S5 background. Firstly, we construct
explicitly non-local charges, which are κ-invariant, by using the Roiban–
Siegel formulation [48] of superstring on the AdS5 × S5. This formulation is
more suitable to discuss non-local charges rather than the Metsaev–Tseytlin
formulation [43], since (1) the WZ term is bilinear of the left-invariant (LI)
currents, (2) the global symmetry is realized linearly, and (3) the matrix-
valued coordinates give simpler expression of the LI currents rather than
using an exponential parameterization. Next, the super Yangian algebra
is presented by calculating the Poisson bracket of the non-local charges.
The resulting algebra represents a GL(4|4) super Yangian algebra. In that
time the Serre relation is also shown. In addition, we discuss the classical
integrability of the AdS-superstring theory in the Roiban–Siegel formulation
by considering the Lax pair and transfer matrix. Following the standard
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discussion, the Poisson bracket of the transfer matrices gives a classical r-
matrix, which satisfies the classical Yang–Baxter equation.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly review the
Roiban–Siegel formulation of superstring on the AdS5 × S5, and we obtain
the conserved flat currents which are the right-invariant (RI) currents. In
Section 3, we explicitly construct an infinite set of non-local charges. Then
we discuss the Yangian algebra generated by the first two of them. The
Serre relation is also discussed. Moreover, we show the Lax pair and transfer
matrix of AdS-superstring, and then the classical integrability is discussed.
Section 4 is devoted to a conclusion and discussions.

2 Roiban–Siegel formulation of superstring on AdS5×S5

In this section, we will briefly review the Roiban–Siegel formulation [48] of
the type IIB superstring on the AdS5× S5 background.

In the well-known approach of Metsaev–Tseytlin to construct the action
of the type IIB string on the AdS5 × S5, a coset superspace construction is
used. In this framework, strings propagate on the superspace:

PSU(2, 2|4)
SO(1, 4) × SO(5)

,

which has as even part the AdS5× S5 geometry. The exponential parameter-
ization of the coset representation, however, is very complicated and seems
to be unsuitable to study non-local charges or classical integrability in which
we are interested in this paper.

On the other hand, the Roiban–Siegel formulation is appropriate to our
consideration. The starting point of this formulation is to simplify the coset
superspace with Wick rotations1 as follows:

PSU(2, 2|4)
SO(1, 4) × SO(5)

−→ PSL(4|4)
(Sp(4))2

−→ GL(4|4)
(Sp(4) × GL(1))2

.

The Lie-algebra identifications: SU(4) ∼= SL(4) and SO(5) ∼= Sp(4) lead to
the first rewriting and the relaxation of both the P and the S constraints
means the second one. The two GL(1)’s can be chosen to act separately
on the upper-left and lower-right blocks. It may be possible to use the
PSL(4|4) form rather than GL(4|4). The PSL(4|4), however, does not have
the representation in Mat(4|4), and so it is still inconvenient.

1In the following discussion, the group theoretical features are only concerned, and
hence the signature is not so important. In any case, we can Wick rotate back.
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The coset elements ZM
A, i.e.,

ZM
A =

(
Zm

a Zm
ā

Zm̄
a Zm̄

ā

)
∈ GL(4|4)

(Sp(4) × GL(1))2
,

transform in the defining representation of the superconformal group. The
index M is acted upon by the global coordinate transformation GL(4|4)
while the local (Sp(4) × GL(1))2 (i.e., local Lorentz (Sp(4)’s) and dilatation
(GL(1)’s) acts on the A indices. The indices m (a) and m̄ (ā) are GL(4)’s
(Sp(4) × GL(1)’s) in the upper-left and lower-right, respectively.

The LI current

(JL
µ )A

B = (Z−1)A
M∂µZ B

M =
(

(Jµ) b
a (jµ) b̄

a

(j̄µ) b
ā (J̄µ) b̄

ā

)
(2.1)

is decomposed into the coset part and the gauge potential part as usual (for
example, see [1]). Before considering the decomposition, it is convenient to
introduce the decomposition of an arbitrary matrix Mab ∈ GL(4),

Mab = −1
4
ΩabM

c
c + M(ab) + M〈ab〉 ≡ −1

4
Ωtr M + (M) + 〈M〉, (2.2)

into a trace part, symmetric part, and traceless-antisymmetric part. By
using this decomposition of GL(4) part, the LI current (JL) B

A is decomposed
as follow:

The coset part : (Jµ)〈ab〉, (J̄µ)〈āb̄〉, (jµ)ab̄, (j̄µ)āb,

The gauge part : (Jµ)(ab), (J̄µ)(āb̄) · · ·Sp(4)’s,

trJ, tr J̄ · · ·GL(1)’s.

(2.3)

2.1 Constraints and Hamiltonian

The Roiban–Siegel action of AdS-superstring is given by these LI currents
as

S =
∫

d2σL,

L =
1
2

{
−

√
−ggµν(J〈ab〉

µ J〈ab〉ν − J̄〈āb̄〉
µ J̄ν 〈āb̄〉)

+
k

2
εµν(E1/2jab̄

µ jνab̄ − E−1/2j̄āb
µ j̄νāb)

}
,

(2.4)

with k = ±1 and E = s det ZM
A . We follow the notation in [31] where

canonical momentum for ZM
A is defined as

ΠA
M =

δrS

δŻM
A

(−)A, (2.5)
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and the canonical Poisson bracket is defined as

[ZM
A(σ), ΠB

N (σ′)]P = (−1)AδA
BδN

Mδ(σ − σ′). (2.6)

The Hamiltonian is given by

H =
∫

dσ

⎡
⎣∑

M,A

ΠA
M ŻM

A(−)A − L

⎤
⎦ . (2.7)

The supercovariant derivatives are

DA
B = ΠA

MZM
B =

(
Da

b Da
b̄

D̄ā
b D̄ā

b̄

)
, (2.8)

generating right (local) GL(4|4) transformations

δΛ(σ)ZM
A = [ZA

M , STrDΛ(σ)] = ZM
BΛB

A(σ).

Its subgroups GL(1), Sp(4), GL(1), Sp(4) are local gauge symmetries, and
their generators are set to be constraints in our approach as follows:

trD = (D) = tr D̄ = (D̄) = 0. (2.9)

These correspond to gauge degrees of freedom (2.3).

From the definition of the canonical momenta (2.5), we have following
primary constraints{

F b̄
a = E1/4D b̄

a + k
2E−1/4(j̄σ)b̄

a = 0
F̄ b

ā = E−1/4D̄ b
ā + k

2E1/4(jσ)b
ā = 0

. (2.10)

First class part of the fermionic constraints is{
Ba

b̄ =
(
〈D〉F + F 〈D̄〉

)
a

b̄ −
(
〈J̄σ〉F̄ + F̄ 〈Jσ〉

)b̄
a = 0

B̄ā
b =

(
〈D̄〉F̄ + F̄ 〈D〉

)
ā

b −
(
〈Jσ〉F + F 〈J̄σ〉

)b
ā = 0

(2.11)

generating the kappa symmetry. The Hamiltonian is given by

H =
∫

dσ

[
− 2√−gg00 A⊥ − 2g01

g00 A‖ + tr{Fλ̄ + F̄ λ}
]

(2.12)
{

A⊥ = 1
2tr[〈D〉2 + 〈Jσ〉2 − 〈D̄〉2 − 〈J̄σ〉2] = 0

A‖ = tr[〈D〉〈Jσ〉 − 〈D̄〉〈J̄σ〉] = 0 (2.13)

with multipliers λ’s determined consistently

λ = − 2√−gg00 (E−1/4j̄σ) − 2g01

g00 (−E1/4jσ)

λ̄ = − 2√−gg00 (−E1/4jσ) − 2g01

g00 (E−1/4j̄σ)
. (2.14)
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In the Hamiltonian (2.12) multipliers of the other first class constraints,
the local GL(1), Sp(4), GL(1), Sp(4) constraints in (2.9) and B = B̄ = 0 in
(2.11), are set to be zero.

Time development is determined by the Hamiltonian (2.12), where we
take the conformal gauge g00 + g11 = 0 = g01 as well as E = 1 gauge,

H = −
∫

dσ tr
[1
2
{
〈D〉2 + 〈Jσ〉2 − 〈D̄〉2 − 〈J̄σ〉2

}

+(D̄j̄σ − Djσ + kjσ j̄σ)
]
. (2.15)

The equation of motion is given as

ŻM
A =

[
ZM

A,H
]

= ZM
BΓB

A,

ΓB
A =

(
〈D〉 −j̄σ

−jσ 〈D̄〉

)
≈
(

〈D〉 2kD
2kD̄ 〈D̄〉

)
,

(2.16)

where ≈ denotes that the fermionic constraints (2.10) are used.

In order to construct explicitly an infinite set of conserved non-local
charges, we will consider LI and RI currents below.

2.2 LI currents

The LI currents (2.1) in the conformal gauge are given as

JL
µ = Z−1∂µZ =

{
(JL

τ )A
B = ΓA

B

(JL
σ )A

B =
(
Z−1∂σZ

)
A

B (2.17)

with ΓA
B in (2.16). They satisfy the flatness condition by definition

εµν∂µJL
ν = −εµνZ−1∂µZZ−1∂νZ = −εµνJL

µ JL
ν . (2.18)

The equation of motion for the LI currents is calculated by taking commu-
tators with the Hamiltonian (2.15)

∂τJ
L
τ = ∇σJL

σ + 2(2 − k)
[(

〈D〉
〈D̄〉

)
,

(
D

D̄

)]

− (2k − 1)
[(

〈Jσ〉
〈J̄σ〉

)
,

(
jσ

j̄σ

)] (2.19)

with the covariant derivatives on the LI currents:{
∇σ〈Jµ〉 ≡ ∂σ〈Jµ〉 + (Jσ)〈Jµ〉 − 〈Jµ〉(Jσ)
∇σjµ ≡ ∂σjµ + (Jσ)jµ − jµ(J̄σ) − 1

4(StrJσ) jµ
(2.20)

and similar expression holds for the barred sector.
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2.3 RI currents

The RI currents are generators of the left multiplication on a coset element

ZM
A which is the global GL(4|4) symmetry δΛZM

A = [ZM
A,

∫
STr ΛZΠ]P =

ΛM
NZN

A. Since the action (2.4) is written in terms of the LI currents, which
are manifestly invariant under the left multiplication, the RI currents must
be conserved. The generator of the left multiplication is the integration of
the τ -component of the RI currents

(JR
τ )M

N = ZM
AΠA

N = ZM
ADA

B(Z−1)B
N . (2.21)

The σ-component of the RI currents begins with (∂σZ)Z−1 which is neither
invariant nor covariant under the right action on ZM

A, that is the local
[Sp(4) × GL(1)]2. Then we covariantize these local symmetries:

(∂σZ)Z−1 −→ (JR
σ )M

N ≡ (∆σZ)Z−1 ≡ (∂σZ)Z−1 + ZAZ−1

= ZM
A(JL

σ + A)A
B(Z−1)B

N ,
(2.22)

by introducing the [Sp(4) ⊗ GL(1)]2-covariant derivative. The bosonic part
of the gauge connection is obtained from the one on the LI currents (2.20)
as follows: ⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
Aab = −(Jσ)(ab) +

1
4
ΩabtrJσ

Aāb̄ = −(J̄σ)(āb̄) +
1
4
Ωāb̄tr J̄σ

. (2.23)

Then the σ-component of the covariant RI current is invariant under the
local symmetry transformation Z → Zh−1 with h ∈ [Sp(4) ⊗ GL(1)]2 by the
gauge field transformation as A + (∂µh−1)h → A. Bosonic part of the
gauge connection A is an element of the stability group.

The current only with (2.23) is however not conserved. For a superstring,
the existence of the fermionic constraints requires the non-zero fermionic
elements of A. This fact is related to that the super-coset space is not
a symmetric space. We determine the fermionic components of the gauge
connection A from the current conservation law,

∂µJR
µ = −∂τJ

R
τ + ∂σJR

σ = 0 . (2.24)

The first term in (2.24) is

∂τJ
R
τ = Z

{
∂σ

(
〈Jσ〉 k

2 jσ

k
2 j̄σ 〈J̄σ〉

)
+

[
JL

σ ,

(
〈Jσ〉 k

2 jσ

k
2 j̄σ 〈J̄σ〉

)]

+2(k − 1)
[ (

〈D〉
〈D̄〉

)
,

(
D

D̄

)]}
Z−1 .
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The second term in (2.24) is

∂σJR
σ = Z

{
∂σ(JL

σ + A) +
[
JL

σ ,A
]}

Z−1 .

Then we can read off

JL
σ + A =

(
〈Jσ〉 k

2 jσ

k
2 j̄σ 〈J̄σ〉

)
≡ 〈JL

σ 〉,

and the κ-parameter k = 1 is chosen. The fermionic component of the con-
nection is determined as⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

Aab̄ =
(

k

2
− 1
)

jab̄
σ

Aāb =
(

k

2
− 1
)

j̄āb
σ

. (2.25)

Next we examine the flatness for the RI currents. By using the equation
of motions

∂τ 〈JL
σ 〉 = ∂σD + [D,A] −

[(
D

D̄

)
, 〈JL

σ 〉
]

,

the flatness is given as

∂τJ
R
σ − ∂σJR

τ = Z
{
∂τ 〈JL

σ 〉 +
[
Γ, 〈JL

σ 〉
]
− ∂σD −

[
JL

σ , D
]}

Z−1

= 2Z
{[

D, 〈JL
σ 〉
]}

Z−1

= 2(JR
τ JR

σ − JR
σ JR

τ ) . (2.26)

The front factor 2 can be absorbed by rescaling JR → (1/2)JR, reproducing
the usual flatness condition dJR = JRJR.

In the next section, we will construct an infinite set of conserved non-local
charges by using the RI currents.

3 Super Yangian and classical integrability of AdS-string

In this section, we will discuss super Yangian algebra of type IIB superstring
on the AdS5 × S5. We will construct an infinite set of non-local charges in
the canonical formalism and calculate the Poisson bracket algebra of them.
The resulting algebra is a Hopf-Poisson algebra called the Yangian algebra.
We can show the Yangian algebra in terms of the supermatrix, i.e., the
super Yangian algebra of the AdS-superstring. To begin with, we explicitly
construct non-local charges. Then the Yangian algebra is calculated by using
the Poisson bracket. The Serre relation is also satisfied. In addition, the Lax
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pair and the transfer matrix are presented, the existence of them implies a
classical integrability of AdS-superstring.

3.1 Construction of non-local charges

Here we shall construct non-local charges following Brezin et al. [15]. In
previous section, we have obtained the conserved and flat current which is
the RI currents

(JR)µ =
{

JR
τ = ZΠ

JR
σ = (∂σZ)Z−1 + ZAZ−1 = Z(JL

σ + A)Z−1

with

JL
σ + A =

⎛
⎝〈Jσ〉 1

2
jσ

1
2 j̄σ 〈J̄σ〉

⎞
⎠ .

By defining the covariant derivative

Dµ = ∂µ − 2JR
µ ,

the flatness condition (2.26) and the conservation law are expressed as

εµν [Dµ,Dν ] = 0, [∂µ,Dµ] = 0 . (3.1)

Conserved non-local currents are constructed as follows: Beginning with a
conserved current

(Jn)µ = εµν∂
νχn (n ≥ 0), (3.2)

another conserved current can be constructed as

(Jn+1)µ = Dµχn,

where equations in (3.1) are used. We take (J−1)µ = 0 and χ−1 = −1
2 , then

the conserved non-local currents are given as⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(J0)µ(σ) = JR
µ (σ)

(J1)µ(σ) = −εµν(JR)ν(σ) − 2JR
µ (σ)

∫ σ

dσ′ (JR)τ (σ′)

(J2)µ(σ) = −JR
µ − 2εµνJ

Rν

∫ σ

dσ′ (JR)τ (σ′) + 2JR
µ

∫ σ

dσ′ (JR)σ(σ′)

+4JR
µ

∫ σ

dσ′ (JR)τ (σ′)
∫

dσ′′ (JR)τ (σ′′)
...

.

There exists infinite number of the conserved non-local charges Qn which are
the σ integration of the τ -component of the non-local currents,

∫
dσ(Jn)τ .
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It is commented about the range of the spatial direction we consider. In
studies of Yangian of sigma models such as chiral principle models and O(N)
sigma models, the integral for the spatial direction is performed from −∞
to +∞. But we would like to consider a closed string satisfying a periodic
boundary condition2 as

ZM
A(τ, σ) = ZM

A(τ, σ + 2π) (3.3)

with −∞ ≤ τ ≤ ∞ and 0 ≤ σ ≤ 2π which are the coordinates of a cylinder.
We naively take this condition3 , but then the non-abelian generators may
be broken by finite size effects.

Hence the super Yangian generators4 are given by

Q0 ≡
∫ 2π

0
dσ (J0)τ =

∫ 2π

0
dσ JR

τ (σ),

Q1 ≡ −
∫ 2π

0
dσ (J1)τ =

∫ 2π

0
dσ JR

σ (σ) − 2
∫ 2π

0
dσ

∫ σ

0
dσ′ [JR

τ (σ), JR
τ (σ′)

]

=
∫ 2π

0
dσ JR

σ (σ) −
∫ 2π

0
dσ

∫ 2π

0
dσ′ ε(σ − σ′)

[
JR

τ (σ), JR
τ (σ′)

]
,

where we have introduced the function ε(x) = θ(x) − θ(−x), so that

ε(x) = 1 (x > 0), ε(−x) = −1 (x < 0).

We will calculate the Poisson bracket algebra of the charges Q0 and Q1
below. The κ-invariance and the gauge invariances are confirmed explicitly
by the Poisson bracket between the charges and the gauge generators which

2The classical Poisson bracket may be inconsistent with non-trivial boundary conditions
when the current algebra includes non-ultra local terms [20]. As an example, the boundary
condition Xa(x) |±∞= const., i.e., ∂xXa(x) |±∞= 0, is incompatible with the definition of
the Poisson bracket at the boundary as follows:

[Xa(x), P b(y)]P = δb
aδ(x − y) → [∂xXa(x), P b(y)]P |x=±∞= 0 �= δb

a∂xδ(x − y) |x=±∞ .

The modification of the Poisson bracket implies to change the vacua in the theory [50].
This view is proposed in [26] and examined in [36].

3In the case of the finite interval [0, 2π], we should possibly modify the JR, for example,
as follows:

(JR)σ(τ, σ) = ∂τχ0(τ, σ),

χ0(τ, σ) =
∫ σ

0
dσ′ (JR)τ (τ, σ′) +

∫ τ

−∞
dτ ′ (JR)σ(τ ′, σ = 0) . (3.4)

The non-local charge Q1 constructed from the above currents may be conserved and
satisfy (3.6). However, the cubic Serre relation of the Yangian and (3.6) may contain
additional terms and so we need some efforts to justify (3.4). In this paper we present the
computation without the extra terms in (3.4) as the first step.

4Non-local charges and local charges in supersymmetric NLSM2 are discussed in [17, 25].
But the supersymmetries are not space-time but world-sheet.
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are LI currents. Firstly, we will consider the bosonic case to recollect the
(bosonic) Yangian algebra. After the discussion of the bosonic case, we
will consider the supersymmetric case by taking care of the gradation of
fermionic variables.

3.2 Bosonic Yangian algebra

Before going to the full supersymmetric case, let us consider a bosonic part,
which is described like a principle chiral model, contained in the Roiban–
Siegel AdS-superstring. For simplicity, we will concentrate on the upper
left-part (AdS5).

The Poisson bracket of a bosonic (upper-left) part is given by[
z a

m(σ), π n
b (σ′)

]
P = δn

mδa
b δ(σ − σ′),

where the “delta function” has a periodicity with 2π . The bosonic RI cur-
rents are

(JR)µ =

⎧⎨
⎩

(JR
τ )m

n = zm
aπa

n

(JR
σ )m

n = (∂σz)m
a(z−1)a

n + zm
aAa

b(z−1)b
n

= (z)m
a(JL

σ + A)a
b(z−1)b

n
(3.5)

with zm
a(z−1)a

n = δn
m. In the calculation of Yangian algebra, it is conve-

nient to use the Poisson bracket in terms of JR
τ

n
m and JR

σ
n

m :[∫
(JR

τ ) n
m (σ), (JR

τ ) k
l (σ′)

]
P

=
(
δk
m(JR

τ ) n
l − δn

l (JR
τ ) k

m

)
(σ′),

[∫
(JR

τ ) n
m (σ), (JR

σ ) k
l (σ′)

]
P

=
(
δk
m(JR

σ ) n
l − δn

l (JR
σ ) k

m

)
(σ′)

[
(JR

σ ) n
m (σ), (JR

σ ) k
l (σ′)

]
P

= 0 .

It is denoted that [
∫

JR
µ ,A] = 0 because the gauge connection A is written

in terms of the LI currents, [
∫

(JR
µ ) n

m , (JL
ν ) b

a ] = 0 . As a remark, we have to
be careful to treat the non-ultra local term in the Poisson bracket of JR

τ and
JR

σ , as in the principle chiral models. For the treatment for the non-ultra
local term, see Appendix B.

We obtain the Yangian algebra:[
Q n

0m, Q k
0l

]
P

= δk
mQ n

0l − δn
l Q k

0m,[
Q n

0m, Q k
1l

]
P

= δk
mQ n

1l − δn
l Q k

1m,[
Q n

1m, Q k
1l

]
P

= δk
mQ n

2l − δn
l Q k

2m + 4(Q k
0mQ p

0l Q
n

0p − Q n
0l Q

p
0mQ k

0p),

(3.6)
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where we have defined a tri-local charge Q2 as

Q k
2m(τ) ≡ −4Q k

0m + 2
∫ 2π

0
dσ

∫ 2π

0
dσ′ ε(σ − σ′)

[
JR

τ (σ), JR
σ (σ′)

] k

m

+ 4
∫ 2π

0
dσ

∫ 2π

0
dσ′
∫ 2π

0
dσ′′ ε(σ − σ′)ε(σ′ − σ′′)

× (JR
τ ) p

m(σ)(JR
τ ) p′

p (σ′)(JR
τ ) k

p′ (σ′′) .

In the calculation of the algebra, it is convenient to use the identity:

ε(σ′ − σ)ε(σ − σ′′) + ε(σ − σ′)ε(σ′ − σ′′) + ε(σ − σ′′)ε(σ′′ − σ′) = −1 .

The Serre relation, which is needed to ensure the integrable structure is
the standard Yangian algebra, is shown, up to the ambiguity of linear term
with respect to Q0, as follows:

[Q n
0m, [Q k

1l , Q q
1p]P]P − [Q n

1m, [Q k
0l , Q q

1p]P]P

= 4[Q n
0m, [Q p′

0l Q k
0p′ , Q p′′

0p Q q
0p′′ ]P]P − 4[Q p′

0mQ n
0p′ , [Q k

0l , Q p′′

0p Q q
0p′′ ]P]P .

The point is that the higher order charge Q2, which appears in the [Q1, Q1],
disappears in the above Serre relation. The fifth linear term in Q0 becomes
the tri-linear in Q0

5 .

In the next subsection, we will consider the full supermatrix case by fol-
lowing the above-mentioned regularization and order of limits.

3.3 Super Yangian algebra

Let now us calculate the Poisson bracket algebra of non-local charges in the
supersymmetric case and show the super Yangian algebra.

5It is shown in the adjoint index of the matrix as

[Qa
1 , [Qb

1, Q
c
0]] + cyclic in a, b, c = 12farlfbskfctmf trsQl

0Q
m
0 Qk

0 , (3.7)

where fabc with [Qa
0 , Qb

0] = fabcQc
0 is the totally antisymmetric structure constant for the

SL(4) group after the GL(1) gauge fixed.
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Using the Poisson bracket (2.6), the current algebra in terms of the super-
matrix is given by

[∫
(JR

τ ) N
M (σ), (JR

τ ) K
L (σ′)

}
P

= (−)N
[
(−)(N+L)(1+M+L)δK

M (JR
τ ) N

L − δN
L (JR

τ ) K
M

]
(σ′),

[∫
(JR

τ ) N
M (σ), (JR

σ ) K
L (σ′)

}
P

= (−)N
[
(−)(N+L)(1+M+L)δK

MJR
σ

N

L − δN
L JR

σ
K

M

]
(σ′) .

For the super case, the fermionic constraints (2.10) exist. Half of it are
first-class constraints generating the κ-symmetry [31] as the same situation
of the flat superstring, and the non-local charges commute with it since
the fermionic constraints are LI currents, {

∫
JR

µ , JL
ν } = 0. Another half

constraints are second-class constraints which require to modify the Pois-
son bracket to the Dirac bracket: {, }P → {, }Dirac. Fortunately, the Dirac
brackets of the RI currents are equal to the Poisson bracket, {

∫
JR

µ , ∗}Dirac =
{
∫

JR
µ , ∗}P , since the fermionic second-class constraints are also LI currents.

Non-ultra local terms also appear in the supersymmetric case, but the pre-
scription is the same as in the bosonic case.

The super Yangian algebra i.e., the Poisson bracket algebra of non-local
charges in the case of supermatrix, is given by

[Q N
0M , Q K

0L }P = (−)N
[
(−)(N+L)(1+M+L)δK

MQ N
0L − δN

L Q K
0M

]
,

[Q N
0M , Q K

1L }P = (−)N
[
(−)(N+L)(1+M+L)δK

MQ N
1L − δN

L Q K
1M

]
,

[Q N
1M , Q K

1L }P = (−)N [(−)(N+L)(1+M+L)δK
MQ N

2L − δ N
L Q K

2M ]

+ (−)N (−)(N+L)(1+M+L)4[Q P
0LQ N

0P Q K
0M − Q N

0L Q P
0MQ K

0P ] ,

where we have defined Q2 as

Q K
2M (τ) ≡ −4Q K

0M + 2
∫ 2π

0
dσ

∫ 2π

0
dσ′ ε(σ − σ′)[(JR

τ )(σ), (JR
σ )(σ′)] K

M

+ 4
∫ 2π

0
dσ

∫ 2π

0
dσ′
∫ 2π

0
dσ′′ ε(σ − σ′)ε(σ′ − σ′′)

× (JR
τ ) P

M (σ)(JR
τ ) P ′

P (σ′)(JR
τ ) K

P ′ (σ′′) .

When we introduce the notation, following [16],

Q̂ N
iM ≡ (−)MQ N

iM (i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ) ,
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the super Yangian algebra is rewritten as follows:

[Q̂ N
0M , Q̂ K

0L }P = (−)(M+N)(L+K)δK
M Q̂ N

0L − δN
L Q̂ K

0M ,

[Q̂ N
0M , Q̂ K

1L }P = (−)(M+N)(L+K)δK
M Q̂ N

1L − δN
L Q̂ K

1M ,

[Q̂ N
1M , Q̂ K

1L }P = (−)(M+N)(L+K)δK
M Q̂ N

2L − δN
L Q̂ K

2M

+ (−)(M+N)(L+K)4[Q̂ P
0LQ̂ N

0P Q̂ K
0M − Q̂ N

0L Q̂ P
0M Q̂ K

0P ] .

This form is the familiar expression of the GL(4|4)6 super Yangian alge-
bra (often denoted as Y (gl(4|4)) or simply Y (4|4)). The super Yangian for
GL(M |N) was first defined by Nazarov [45]. It can be obtained as the gener-
alization of the construction for the Yangian Y (gl(M)) (bosonic case), based
on the Lie algebra gl(M) , to the case of the super Lie algebra gl(M |N) . Its
representations are studied by Zhang [52].

In addition, we can show the super Serre relation in the full supermatrix
case:

[Q N
0M , [Q K

1L , Q Q
1P }P}P − [Q N

1M , [Q K
0L , Q Q

1P }P}P

= [Q N
0M , [Q P ′

0L Q K
0P ′ , Q P ′′

0P Q Q
0P ′′}P}P − [Q P ′

0MQ N
0P ′ , [Q K

0L , Q P ′′
0P Q Q

0P ′′}P}P .

This is a super extension of the standard Serre relation in the bosonic case. It
should be noted that the Serre relation is not modified up to the replacement
of the commutator, while the index factors appear in the case of super
extension of Jacobi identity. This fact implies that the structure of Hopf
algebra is preserved under the super extension. As a final remark, the above
Serre relation is not modified even if we replace Q N

iM by Q̂ N
iM .

3.4 Lax pair and transfer matrix

Here, we shall consider the integrable structure of AdS-superstring.

6The global Symmetry of the AdS-superstring is PSL(4|4) as discussed by Metsaev
and Tseytlin [43], and in the Roiban–Siegel formalism, auxiliary degrees of freedom for
two GL(1)’s are introduced for the simpler linear realization of GL(4|4). The GL(1)
symmetry is anomalous for the AdS-superstring and the D-branes classically by the WZ
term [32]. The superparticle system, which governs the massless sectors of the N = 4
Yang–Mills system, contains manifest GL(4|4) symmetry including GL(1)’s in the Roiban–
Siegel formalism. The GL(1) may be broken in the quantum level, since the measure is
not invariant under it. We are grateful to Nathan Berkovits and Warren Siegel for fruitful
discussions on this point.
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An alternative to the iterative definition of the non-local charges is to
utilize the Lax pair given by

(Lτ ) N
M (σ; λ) ≡ λ

λ2 − 1
[
λ(JR

τ ) N
M + (JR

σ ) N
M

]
, (3.8)

(Lσ) N
M (σ; λ) ≡ λ

λ2 − 1
[
λ(JR

σ ) N
M + (JR

τ ) N
M

]
. (3.9)

The zero-curvature condition and the conservation law are equivalent to the
condition:

[∂τ + Lτ , ∂σ + Lσ] = 0 . (3.10)

By using the Lax pair, a transfer matrix T (σ, σ′; λ) can be defined as a
solution of the equation

[∂σ + Lσ(σ; λ)]T (σ, σ′; λ) = 0 , T (σ, σ; λ) = 1 . (3.11)

The solution of (3.11) is

T (σ, σ′; λ) = P exp
(

−
∫ σ

σ′
dξ Lσ(ξ; λ)

)
,

where the symbol P denotes the equal-time path ordering in terms of ε(σ) .
We can re-derive non-local charges by expanding the following relation:

T (λ) ≡ T (2π, 0; λ) = exp

( ∞∑
n=0

λn+1Qn

)
.

The Q0 and Q1 are obtained from the first and second order parts with
respect to λ , respectively. The gauge invariance of all non-local charges
follows the fact that T (2π, 0; λ) commutes with the gauge generators.

It is possible to derive a classical r-matrix of the AdS-superstring by cal-
culating the Poisson bracket of transfer matrices. Though we are confronted
with the subtlety as in the case of principle chiral models7 [20] because of
the non-ultra local terms, we can avoid it by following the prescription given
in [26, 41, 24]. Indeed, after small algebra, we can readily show the following

7If there is no non-ultra local term, for example, in the case of generalized Gross–
Neveu model, then we do not encounter this subtlety [18]. The classical r-matrices are
well-defined [18] and the classical Yang–Baxter equation is also satisfied [19].
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Poisson bracket for the Lσ(σ; λ):[∫
(Lσ) N

M (σ; λ), (Lσ) K
L (σ′; µ)

}
P

=
λµ

λ − µ
(−)N

×
[

1
µ2 − 1

{
(−)(N+L)(1+M+L)δK

M (Lσ) N
L (σ′; λ) − δN

L (Lσ) K
M (σ′; λ)

}

− 1
λ2 − 1

{
(−)(N+L)(1+M+L)δK

M (Lσ) N
L (σ′; µ) − δN

L (Lσ) K
M (σ′; µ)

}]
.

Following the paper [24] , we can read off the r-matrix defined by

r(λ, µ)NK
ML ≡ λµ

λ − µ
δN
L δK

M (−)NK .

This r-matrix is well-defined and obeys the classical Yang–Baxter equation,

r(λ, µ)NP
MQ r(µ, ν)PK

QL + r(µ, ν)NP
MQ r(ν, λ)PK

QL + r(ν, λ)NP
MQ r(λ, µ)PK

QL = 0 ,

as it is ensured by the structure of Y (4|4) . Thus the classical integrability
of the AdS-superstring has been shown.

4 Conclusion and discussion

We have discussed a classical integrability of the type IIB superstring theory
on the AdS5× S5 background from the viewpoint of Yangian symmetry. The
Roiban–Siegel formulation has been used to explicitly construct an infinite
set of non-local charges, the first two of which are the generators of the Yan-
gian algebra. We have constructed explicitly non-local charges by carefully
treating the Wess–Zumino term and the constraint conditions intrinsic to
the AdS-superstring. The obtained non-local charges are κ-invariant as well
as the gauge invariant. The Hamiltonian (2.15) also commutes with these
non-local charges.

The existence of the fermionic constraints requires the local gauge group
to be supergroup as derived in (2.23) and (2.25). Since the direct origin of
the fermionic components of gauge connection A is the fermionic constraints,
this local supergroup may be related to the local constraints algebra which is
shown to exist in the AdS-superstring [31] as well as in the flat superstring.
However, this local gauge group is the stability group of the coset at least for
the bosonic part, so this supergroup is a result of the fact that the supercoset
space is not a symmetric space. The WZ term effectively makes the stability
group to be super-stability group which was discussed in [34].
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Then we have calculated the super Yangian algebra and the Serre relation
has been also shown. It remains to clarify whether the finite size effect of the
string world-sheet surely breaks the Yangian symmetry or not. The method
of [49] would be favourable in this line. In addition, we have constructed
the transfer matrix from the Lax pair. From the Poisson bracket of transfer
matrices, we can read off the classical r-matrix satisfying the classical Yang–
Baxter equation. The classical integrability of the AdS-superstring may
survive and imply the quantum integrability. It is also expected that the
lattice quantization of our super Yangian would be connected to the super
Yangian symmetry in N = 4 SYM4 , through the procedure of [38]. We
hope to report in detail on the classical and quantum integrabilities in our
formulation in the future.

It is an interesting problem to consider the semi-classical quantization of
AdS-superstring [27, 29] in the Roiban–Siegel formulation, by considering
several classical solutions. In fact, we can embed several bosonic classical
solution rewritten in the matrix variables [5] into this formulation. When we
construct the classical solutions in the full analysis, it is expected to obtain
the super classical spin chain corresponding to the super spin chain in the
SYM side [7]. It is also interesting to study the Penrose limit [46] of the
super Yangian algebra. Penrose limit of the Yangian algebra is discussed in
[2]. The resulting algebra after taking the Penrose limit is expected to be
obtained via the Inönü–Wigner contraction of our super Yangian algebra,
as in the case of superalgebra between AdS and pp-wave [33]. The pp-wave
limit of the charges in the Roiban–Siegel formulation was demonstrated in
the AdS2× S2 background in [30]. We will report these issues in the near
future as another publication.

Obviously, it is quite important to consider the quantum super Yangian
algebra by quantizing the non-local charges by following the original work
of Lüscher and Pohlmeyer [37]. If the classical Yangian symmetry survives
under the quantization, we can expect that the quantum AdS-superstring
theory is drastically restricted by the quantum Yangian and may be exactly
solvable. The matching of the spectra and the equivalence of the integrable
structures between the spin chain and the string theories are confirmed up to
the two-loop order [3] on a specific example. In fact, the Bethe equations for
the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian of quantum strings on AdS5 × S5 at
large string tension are proposed in [4]. It is also interesting in the direction
for studies of the quantum AdS-superstring to investigate the beta-function
and conformal fixed point by following the scenario recently presented by
Polyakov [47]. The beta-function of non-linear sigma model with the super
Lie group as the target space, for example, in the case of PSL(4|4), is also dis-
cussed by Bershadsky et al. [14]. In the case of PSL(4|4) , the beta-function
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is zero due to the vanishing dual Coxeter number. In preparing our work,
the relationship between the integrability of AdS-string and the integrable
models was also discussed in [35].

We believe that the classical and quantum integrabilities will play
an important role in studies of the AdS/CFT correspondence at non-BPS
sectors.
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Appendix A. GL(n |n) , SL(n |n), and PSL(n |n)

In this place, we shall briefly introduce several properties of the super Lie
group, GL(n|n) , SL(n|n) and PSL(n|n) . The knowledge of these super
groups helps us to understand the motivation of the Roiban–Siegel formu-
lation and it is also applicable to other consideration in the AdS/CFT cor-
respondence with the supermatrix formulation (for example, see [14, 11]).

The supergroups GL(n|n) and SL(n|n) are defined as, respectively,

GL(n|n) := {M ∈ Mat(n|n) | s det M �= 0} ,

SL(n|n) := {M ∈ Mat(n|n) | s det M = 1} .

Here the M ∈ Mat(n|n) describes a 2n × 2n supermatrix:

M =
(

A B
C D

)
,

where A and D in the diagonal parts are bosonic matrices and B and C in
the off-diagonal parts are fermionic ones. The super Lie algebra of SL(n|n) is

sl(n|n) := {M ∈ Mat(n|n) | STrM = 0} ,

where the supertrace of M is defined as

STrM = Tr A − Tr D .
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The SL(n|n) has a U(1) subgroup as a non-trivial centre, and so it is not
simple. A generator proportional to the identity matrix α · 12n (α ∈ C , 12n ∈
sl(n|n)) is included in the sl(n|n) . This generator gives the U(1) symme-
try. Then we can define the super Lie group PSL(n|n) ≡ SL(n|n)/U(1) and
it is simple. The PSL(n|n) , however, does not have a representation in
Mat(n|n) . Notably, the psl(n|n) cannot be embedded into sl(n|n) as a sub-
algebra. As a comment, the above-mentioned centre does not exist in the
case of sl(m|n) (m �= n) that is simple.

The super Lie algebra gl(n|n) for the supergroup GL(n|n) has a non-
degenerate metric given by gij ≡ STr(TiTj) , where Ti are the generators of
gl(n|n) in the fundamental representation. There are (2n)2 generators of
gl(n|n) , and we can choose as follows:

• supertraceless and traceless matrices Ta

(
a = 1, . . . , (2n)2 − 2

)
• the identity I ≡ 12n and the matrix J =diag(1, . . . , 1,−1, . . . ,−1) .

By combining the Ta with the identity I , the sl(n|n) is generated. In this
basis, the gl(n|n) metric is given by

gij =

⎛
⎝gab 0

0 0 2n
2n 0

⎞
⎠ ,

where gab is an invariant metric on psl(n|n) .

Appendix B. Treatment of non-ultra local terms

The Poisson bracket of the AdS-string in the Roiban–Siegel formulation
contains a subtlety for the non-ultra local term (i.e., the delta function term
with a derivative) as in the principle chiral model.

The presence of the non-ultra local term in Poisson brackets of the cur-
rents may lead to the ambiguity of the Poisson brackets of non-local charges.
Hence, we need to determine the regularization of the charges and the order
of taking the limits, in order to obtain the well-defined Poisson brackets [37].
The subtlety of the limits in the principle chiral model is also discussed in
[37, 39].

Here it is convenient in the parameterization of world-sheet, −π ≤ σ ≤
+π , since the treatment of non-ultra local term can be discussed in the
same way as in principle chiral models on a flat plane. We do not loose
the generality even if we consider in this parameterization, because this
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parameterization can be mapped to other one via the translation of σ. For
example, the shift of σ, σ → σ + π leads to the range 0 ≤ σ ≤ 2π.

In general, one can regularize the integral of the charges as

Q n
0m = lim

X1,X2→π

∫ X1

−X2

dσ (JR
τ ) n

m (σ),

Q n
1m = lim

Y1,Y2→π

[∫ Y1

−Y2

dσ JR
σ

n

m (σ)

−
∫ Y1

−Y2

dσ

∫ Y1

−Y2

dσ′ε(σ − σ′)[(JR
τ )(σ), (JR

τ )(σ′)] n
m

]
,

but then we have the ambiguity proportional to

lim
X1,X2→π

lim
Y1,Y2→π

[θ(Y1 − X1) − θ(Y2 − X2)]

in the Poisson bracket of Q0 and Q1 . We can avoid this ambiguity by taking
the regularization as X1 = X2 ≡ X and X1 = Y2 ≡ Y . In other words, we
can well define the Poisson bracket of Q0 and Q1 by taking this regulariza-
tion.

In addition, there is an ambiguity with respect to the order of the limits
exists in calculating the Q0 term in the expression of Q2, (3.7), and we may
take three kinds of limits: (1) limY →π before limY ′→π, (2) limY ′→π before
limY →π, and (3) Y = Y ′, where Y and Y ′ are cutoffs for the left and right Q1
in the Poisson bracket at the l. h. s. of (3.6). It is not, however, troublesome
because all prescriptions give the same result −4Q0, i.e., the factor −4 is
universal.

Finally, let us consider the subtlety that appears in the calculation of the
Serre relation. In that time, we need to take the limit lim

X→π
before lim

Y →π
. If

we take limits inversely, then the additional terms, proportional to Q0,

−4δq
l

(
δk
mQ n

0p − δn
p Q k

0m

)
+ 4δk

p (δq
mQ n

0l − δn
l Q q

0m) ,

appear and so the Serre relation is not satisfied. Thus, it is necessary to
determine the order of the limits as above for the well-defined Yangian alge-
bra. In other words, the Serre relation (namely the closure of the Yangian
algebra) leads to the definite calculus of the Poisson bracket without impos-
ing some artificial prescription by hand. The relationship of the Serre rela-
tion and the definition of Poisson bracket are discussed by MacKay [39] in
the case of a principle chiral model.

As a matter of course, the regularization prescription is not modified when
we consider the supermatrix case.
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